The spherical harmonic (SPHARM) 
Introduction
Shape modeling are now playing an important role in computer vision with many applications, such as medical image computing, molecular biology, biochemistry, virtual reality, etc., and the number of them is increasing greatly [1] . As one important application in computer vision, medical image analysis urgently requires efficient and accurate shape modeling methods. Since many objects around us are involving movement, there is a need for modeling non-rigid time-varying object shapes. For example, the beating heart sequence in medical image computing requires a dynamic shape representation to show the morphologic variations for diagnostic classification and understanding of biomedical processes.
Most recent shape modeling approaches have focused on modeling three dimensional (3D) objects including parametric models (such as harmonic functions [2] , hyperquadrics [3] , or superquadrics [4, 5] ), medial axis (skeleton) [6, 7] , distance distributions [8, 9] and landmark theory based descriptors [10] , etc.
As an essential trait of spatial information, temporality also has been recently considered by computer vision researchers. Time can be considered as fourth dimension but whereas the spatial dimension usually considered as 2D (planar representation) or 3D (complete representation of spatial objects). In [11] , Neumann and Aloimonos used multi-resolution hierarchy of temporally-varying subdivision surfaces to automatically extract spatio-temporal descriptions of moving objects from synchronized and calibrated multi-view sequences. Hamarneh and Gustavsson [12] extended 2D active shape models to include knowledge of temporal shape variations and presented a spatiotemporal shapes modelling technique. Based on the understanding of time-varying geometry of the scene and the objects, Vedula et al. [13] proposed a spatio-temporal modeling for a dynamic event from an arbitrary viewpoint and at any time. Park et al. [14] used three orthogonal tagging directions to provide temporal correspondence of material points and presented a generic bi-ventricular heart model for functional analysis of heart motion.
Because spherical harmonic representations are smooth, accurate fine-scale shape representations with a sufficiently small approximation error [17] , they are widely studied and used in different applications [15] , particularly in morphologic anaysis and shape classfication during medical image computing. Chen et al. [16] presented their spherical harmonic model to analyze the left ventricular shape and mo-tion. Similarly, Edvardson and Smedby [22] viewed a 3D object as a radial distance function on the unit sphere and tested their method on a data set from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain. Matheny and Goldgof [20] used 3D and 4D surface harmonics to reconstruct rigid and nonrigid shapes. Because they used the radial surface function (r(θ, φ)) in all models, their methods are limited to represent only star-shape or convex objects without holes.
In [2] , Brechbühler, Gerig and Kübler presented an extended spherical harmonic (SPHARM) method to model any simply connected 3D object. The key component of this method is the mapping of surfaces of volumetric objects to parametrized surfaces prior to expansion into harmonics. SPHARM method have been applied in many medical imaging applications, e.g., shape analysis of medical structures [17, 18, 19, 21] .
In this paper, we develop new methods for modeling spatio-temporal shapes, and to extend previously presented methods of 3D shape modeling to accommodate for time variations. The real spherical harmonic shape modeling approach is used to describe the spatial objects. Surface correspondences are constructed from a alignment process which employs a fast surface parametrization mesh rotation method. At last, a real hyperspherical harmonic shape representation is generated for the shape squence. The major use of such modeling methods is in shape analysis, shape classification and image sequence segmentation for a variety of applications. For example our shape modeling techniques provide an efficient shape representation for dynamic heart sequence modeling.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed real spherical harmonic surface alignment method and spatio-temporal shape representation. Section 3 shows experimental results of applying the proposed approaches to several medical applications. Section 4 concludes the paper.
Methods
In this section, we first introduce the SPHARM shape representation method into real spherical harmonics. We then propose a fast parametrization mesh rotation method for real spherical harmonic surfaces to align each other. The results of surface alignment offer correspondence points to construct a set of linear equations which come from the hyperspherical harmonic representation. At last, we give out our spatio-temporal shape representation.
SPHARM Surface Representation
The SPHARM technique [2] can be used to model arbitrarily shaped, simply connected 3D objects. In this paper, we employ the real spherical harmonic basis functions in the SPHARM shape surface reconstruction. An input object surface is assumed to be defined by a square surface parameter mesh converted from an isotropic voxel representation. Two steps are involved in converting the object surface to its SPHARM shape description: (1) surface parameterization, and (2) SPHARM expansion.
Surface parameterization aims to create a continuous and uniform mapping from the object surface to the surface of a unit sphere. The parameterization is formulated as a constrained optimization problem with the goals of preserving area and topology while minimizing distortions; see [2] for details. The result is a mapping of two spherical coordinates θ and φ (θ ∈ [0, π] is the polar angle and φ ∈ [0, 2π) is the azimuthal angle, where the parameterization aims to preserve the area and minimize the angle distortion) to each point v(θ, φ) on a surface:
When the free variables θ and φ range over the whole sphere, v(θ, φ) ranges over the whole object surface. SPHARM expansion is then used to expand the object surface into a complete set of SPHARM basis functions U 
and where the notation (f, g) stands for:
Here P equations in a least square fashion. The object surface can be reconstructed using these coefficients, and using more coefficients leads to a more detailed reconstruction. Thus, a set of coefficients actually form an object surface description.
Surface Correspondence Between Objects
In order to fast align the object surfaces during the same squence, here we give out a fast surface registration method. We employ a general metric for establishing surface correspondence: minimizing the mean squared distance between two SPHARM surfaces. The idea is to fix one object and rotate the mesh of the other one to find the position with minimum surface distance. When the mesh of an object is rotated, a re-parametrization process must be performed to calculate the new real SPHARM coefficients. But the standard recalculation [2] (e.g., generating and solving a set of linear equations) of SPHARM coefficients for a reparameterized object is time consuming. In this part, we will prove that a new set of real SPHARM coefficients after a rotated parametrization can be directly generated from the original set.
According to Euler's rotation theorem, any rotation of the coordinate system (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) can be decomposed into three elementary rotations R(α, β, γ).
In the SPHARM surface representation, the surface coordinate information of a 3D object is coded onto three unit spheres: an x-sphere, a y-sphere, and a z-sphere. These three spherical functions are expanded using spherical harmonics and represented by r(θ, φ) (r ∈ {x, y, z}). We denote r (θ, φ) as the new function after applying a rotation operator R ZY Z (αβγ) to r(θ, φ) on the r-sphere:
Then v (θ, φ) =R(αβγ)v(θ, φ) represents the new parametrization on the surface, which can be generated by rotating the original parametrization along the object's surface about Euler angles (α, β, γ). In other word, the result of applying the rotation matrix R ZY Z (αβγ) on the mapping meshes of x, y, z-sphere is to rotate the parameter mesh on the object's surface at the same orientation.
Expression for the rotation of real spherical harmonics r(θ, φ) (r ∈ {x, y, z}) can be given as [24] : 
.
Thus, the coefficients vectors can also be given as: In minimizing the surface distance function, we adopt the Euclidean distance as the distance function between surfaces. Formally, for two surfaces given by v 1 (s) and v 2 (s),
By the orthogonality property of spherical harmonic basis functions, the integral Substituting them into Eq. (8) gives the surface difference measure a new form:
In the surface alignment process, we fix one object and rotate the mesh of the other one to find the position with minimum surface distance. During the mesh rotation, we employ the uniformly sampling-based search on rotation angles (α, β, γ).
Spatio-temporal Modeling
The time-dependent harmonic functions are solutions to the wave equation:
Based on the separable spherical coordinate system, in [20] , Matheny and Goldgof gave out a hyperspherical harmonics for radial function. Here we extend it to all three coordinates:
where
τ is the period of the motion, k is the wave number and t is the timing phase. For example, in our experiments, we reconstruct the beating heart sequence, where τ is the period of heart cycle and k is the selected wave number.
The coefficients (A, B, C, D) are calculated by solving a set of linear equations in a least square fashion. These linear equations are generated by the correspondence points from subsection 2.2.
We start from some initial shapes in different timing phases of a shape sequence and we align the surfaces of shapes to get the correspondence points. Using these correspondence points, a set of linear equations of Eq. (10) are constructed. After solving these linear equations, we get a spatio-temporal shape representation.
Results
We apply our spatio-temporal real spherical harmonic shape representation method to medical image analysis applications. Based on segmented medical image data, we use the real spherical harmonic method for shape sequence reconstruction and the reconstructed shape sequence allows researchers to perform further shape analysis or classification and access more functional details. Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) show two left ventricular surfaces during consecutive timing phases in a heart cycle. Fig. 1(c) shows the parametrization mesh alignment process. During this procedure, the north pole (yellow color) is rotated to the suitable position and the parameter mesh is rotated along the north-south axis. Fig. 1(d) shows the aligned result. During these figures, the different colors of mesh are used to illustrate the correspondence between surfaces.
Surface Alignment Between Left Ventricle

Shape Sequence Reconstruction
We apply the spatio-temporal shape modeling method to the beating left ventricular sequence. The experimental data come from the segmented cardiac MRI. For each heart cycle, we have ten time phases and the time period τ = 10.
Meanwhile we use k = 1 as the wave number. Fig. 2 (a) - Fig. 2(d) show the initial shapes at timing phases 1, 3, 6, and 9, respectively. After reconstructing the shape sequence, we generate the shapes at timing phases 1.5, 3.5, 6.5, and 9.5 to do comparison and they are shown in Fig. 3(a) -Fig. 3(d) .
Shape Modeling Efficiency
We show the modeling efficiency of our time-dependent shape modeling method by using the ratio of reconstructed shape volume and real shape volume:
First, we only use a part of shapes from the initial data and keep the shape at timing phase e as test data, marking its volume as V real . After shape sequence reconstruction, we calculate the shape at timing phase e by the spatio- we can know how different between the real shape and reconstructed shape. Fig.4 shows the experimental result. We start from using shapes at four timing phases to calculate the spatio-temporal real spherical harmonic coefficients and end at using nine timing phases shapes (totally we have ten timing phases and the shape at timing phase six is selected as test data). When the number of shapes involved into creating spatiotemporal modeling increases, the volume of reconstructed shape is more close to the real one. That means more initial shapes we have, the more accurate shape sequence can be reconstructed.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel spatio-temporal shape modeling method for the requirement of dynamic object shape reconstruction. In order to propose the new shape modeling, we use the real spherical harmonic shape modeling method to reconstruct the 3D shapes. A fast surface alignment method is presented to generate the surface correspondence between objects. Using these correspondence points, a set of linear equations of hyperspherical harmonics are constructed. After solving these linear equations, we get a spatio-temporal shape representation. The shape sequence reconstruction results of using segmented cardiac MRI clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of our shape modeling method. We believe that this shape modeling method can be applied into the areas of computer vision and computer graphics, e.g. shape matching, shape recog- Figure 4 : The comparison result of modeling efficiency between the reconstructed shape and testing shape, V reconstructed /V real . Left ventricle shape sequence is used to test our spatio-temporal modeling. The x-axis shows the values of timing phases are involved into shape sequence reconstruction.
nition, and molecular surfaces registration and docking.
